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How to use Cosmic Oracle Cards
First of all, thank you so much for purchasing this card 
deck and supporting me as a humble messenger from the 
Pleiades. You have my eternal gratitude. 
Once you receive and open your deck, give your cards a 
good smudge with either cedar wood, sage or pale Santo. 
Make yourself familiar with the deck. Imprint your own 
being onto each card by taking a look at every single one. 
You can put your deck under a pillow when going to sleep, 
keep them on your altar, and surround them by crystals 
and/or plants to help them to enhance the divine energy as 
they have been made in printing/factory environment and 
went a long way before they reached your hands. 
You can also take the whole deck in your hands, bring it 
close to your heart, and imagine your hands producing 
bright white light that is cleansing everything that is not 
serving the higher good on working with your cards. 
I have designed this deck for everyone that wishes to read 
and to connect with their galactic and ancient guides and 
origins. Before reading this booklet I encourage you to find 
your own meanings on especially the archetype cards as 
each civilization and types of consciousness is so vast and 
complex that we could bring endless amounts of 
perspectives on them. Your own experience with each of 
them will be the way you want to interpret the card. 
If you are not familiar with some civilizations or beings 
mentioned in this deck, then of course, read the booklet 
and keep developing your relationship to them.

Ways to read from the Cosmic 
Oracle Cards



Affirmation and     Action Cards

5 card spread



1. Limitless

Manifestation – Law of Attraction – You are a limitless being 
 
You are a limitless being with endless amount of energy to 
create your own reality in this universe. Nothing is impossible. 
Use the law of attraction to manifest your dream life. Just your 
own thoughts can change the course of the life path compass. 
Don’t forget that you can become anything your heart desires 
to be. 
The arms widely spread, palms open. You can invite anything 
you desire to come to your life in any form. 
Everything on this planet and this universe is made out of 
energy, just as you are. Galactic brothers and sisters are out 
there, listening and watching your magnificent journey. 
Take a deep breath and taste the freedom of your own destiny.

2. Higher Purpose

Everything is happening for a reason – Bigger picture – Deep 
Spiritual Insight 
 
There is a bigger spiritual meaning beyond every single thing and 
event on this planet. Sometimes we can see or guess them easily, 
sometimes it feels like there is no way certain things are happening 
for a reason, but they are. The giant whale is here to remind you to 
believe in the higher plan of your life experience. 
This card can also be telling you that you are going through some 
deep spiritual lessons that need to take place right now. The whale 
is also here to present you her inner insights of your life that you 
are encouraged to look into right now. These insights can be 
regarding your spiritual awakening, shifts and transformations.



3. Arrival 4. Sacredness

It is coming – Do you remember what you wished for? 
 
The outcomes of things you worked on and wished for will start 
to appear in your life. They can be physical, emotional and/or 
spiritual. Check in with yourself – are you ready? 
This card can also be showing you an arrival of something 
unexpected. From a job promotion to an alien spaceship arrival.

Divine Feminine – Sacral Chakra – Sexuality 
 
The divine feminine is in a state of healing on Earth right now. 
In our wombs we can feel the pain of the collective during our 
moon time. This card of Sacredness is here to remind you the 
power that lies in your womb. It is encouraging you to focus on 
your sacral chakra and view your sexuality as sacred. 
If you identify yourself as a male, you are also encouraged to 
see and view the feminine side to yourself, as our spirits are 
always both – the divine feminine and divine masculine.



5. Uniqueness 6. Spirit Guides

You are unique – Special – Magical Being 
 
So what if you are the different kid, living in a dreamy planet of 
your own inner worlds. This World desperately needs someone 
like you and that is why you came here. This card is applauding 
all the dreamers, artists, magicians, story tellers and hippies. This 
card is presenting the fact that at each and every one of us is a 
unique being with unique gifts. Your service and light that you 
offer to humanity is valid, loved and always always appreciated.

Your cosmic family – You are never alone – You are loved and 
supported 
 
Sometimes we tend to walk around, getting caught up in everyday 
life and forgetting that we are part of this Earth experience, 
which without the support and assistance of our spirit guides is 
not possible. We are NEVER alone. We are instantly being 
helped all the time. Most of us have never been taught how to 
reach to this connection of out spirit family. However they are 
always and forever here. You true home lies within them. 
Make connection with them through meditation, guided 
meditations and/or dreams. If you already did so, this card is here 
to tell you that they have heard you and they love you.



7. Tree Of Life 8. The Sun

Family tree – Ancestors – Resilience 
 
Your family ancestors can hear and see you. You are working with 
their atoms in your body. Your blood that runs in your veins holds 
information about your heritage. You are working on these patterns 
that have been inheriting for generations. You are cutting the chains 
of conditioning, and/or programming. You are setting yourself free. 
You are an old wise soul, a strong human being, a mighty tree. You 
resilience to manipulation is outstanding.

Divine Masculine – The Giver / Seeder of Life – Moving 
forward – Connection to the Sun 
 
The Sun. The giver of life on this planet. Without it, there 
would be no life. Divine Masculine holds this energy. He seeds 
life in our wombs. The divine masculine has got an amazing 
ability to navigate and move forward. To choose the best option. 
He is not afraid of the fire of the sun, for it is his own element. 
He is not afraid of the intuitive fire of the divine feminine. He 
wraps her in his arms, protects her. He knows how to let her 
bloom.



9. The Moon 10. Pendulum

Divine Feminine – Creativity – Receptivity – Connection to the 
Moon 
 
The divine feminine is creative, receptive, steady and still as river. It 
goes much slower than the everyday pace of our lives. The divine 
feminine hold space for other women, she follows her intuitive 
guidance, she listens to her heart and dances under the moon. 
The Moon is her essence, one of her source of divinity. The moon is 
here to remind her of her cycles, of the fact that she is a goddess 
even when she is not full.

You desperately want the answer – Need more patience – 
It’s not the right time yet 
 
You want the answer desperately. But this pendulum doesn’t 
move. Or does it? You don’t have to make any decision right 
now nor, you need to have an answer right away. 
Everything will come at the right time, it is divinely 
orchestrated.



11. Death 12. Brand New Eyes
Ending of a cycle – Change 
 
Death is another form of existence. Humanity became to fear it out of 
many reasons. 
We do not understand it, but we can certainly feel into it when we 
keep our eyes and minds open to it. 
Just as everything around us is functioning based on cycles, our 
physical bodies do the same. Death card simply presents certain 
ending in your life that will lead to new beginning. 
Endings such as changes in your careers, places you live or 
relationships. You will need to go through certain change before you 
reach the beginning of the new cycle. These cycles are absolutely 
normal and necessary in our lives. 
If we think of women cycles we are basically reborn every month. The 
Earth herself is being reborn every spring. The moon is reborn every 
month. Others can think about new cycle as every single morning they 
wake up. Dreaming about someone dying symbolizes the same. 
Crow is a bird of Magic, Intellect and Death. It is also a bird you will 
often see besides Witches. Crow can see beyond the illusion of this 
World. It is said that when they see your face, they will remember if 
forever.

Mentally reborn – New Self – Opening your eyes 

 

A new way of perception has been reborn. You are seeing what you 

haven’t seen before. Things that haven’t made sense are making 

perfect sense after all. 

Congratulations, because you went through important transformations 

and now you are finally in the new chapter. You have made it.



13. Lights up 14. Relax

You are the light – Hope – You are following your path 
 
We are never completely in darkness if we don’t choose to be. 
There is always light approaching. There is a higher guidance 
always available to you, holding these candles and setting you 
up on your path. These candles also symbolize your intuition. 
You are already following your path. You know your next step. 
Even if you are in what seems like a complete darkness, these 
candles are always there, they can never die.

Just. Relax. You deserve it. 
 
Whatever you are doing, this card is here to tell you to RELAX. 
For an hour, a day or a week. Just let go of your things for a while 
and lie down. Be gentle to yourself. Put on your favourite movie, 
go get a dinner to your favourite restaurant, order a food delivery. 
Just RELAX. Time doesn’t even exist. Your system needs this. 
Take things easy, at least for a little while. You deserve it.



15. Sweet Mystery 16. Meeting

Mystery and Unknown – Think Outside of the Box – Magic – 
Things that are underground and hidden 
 
Black Cat, the symbol of the magic, mystery and the unknown. 
Such as the night sky full of stars that are so far away. Planets 
that we see but really know nothing about. This card invites you to 
consider to think of things from the deepest level. It encourages you 
to go back to the whole picture of your existence and what you 
really think of it. Question everything you logically think that 
makes sense. Nothing could ever be just the way it seems like.

Meeting yourself and your needs – Lucid, Astral or Physical 
Encounter with spirit family 
 
Meeting your relatives, your lovers or your own emotions. This 
card is all about meeting certain qualities in your life. You shall 
never need anyone else to complete you but you will certainly 
feel fulfilled when you meet and exchange some good energy 
with the person or the energy you have been calling upon to get. 
From another perspective this card can be showing you an 
encounter with an interdimensional being(s). Whether 
physically or astraly.



17. Gift 18. Stargate

The Universe is handing you or reminding you of a gift that 
you have right now. Can you see it? It is right in front of you! 
 
You know what they say, remember what you wished for, 
because you might as well get it. And you already got it. It 
might be invisible to your eyes out of couple of reasons. Either 
it is non-physical or it is literally sitting right in front of you 
and you are overlooking it.

Entering new chapter in your life – New beginnings 
 
You are entering a new chapter in your life. You have closed up a 
cycle, learnt your lessons and now it’s time to enter a new one. 
What are your feelings? Write them down. Set up intentions and 
work on your plan. You have already made it so far. The stargate 
is opened for you, you can see the door and you can touch the 
door frame, take a deep breath and take a first step. Good luck.



19. Expression Of Love 20. Grounding

You are love – Express your love to yourself and others – 
Compassion and Forgiveness 
 
We are love. That is the universal truth. Focus and set up 
deeper intentions on expressing your love to yourself, friends 
and/or family. Somethings as little just as your smile can 
change someone’s day. And that is powerful. 
This card can also represent you the expression of love you 
will need to face or be challenged to express if you are not 
very comfortable with doing so for now. 
It is here telling you that you are always always always loved.

Ground yourself to Earth – Feel the ground – Connect with Gaia 
– Root Chakra 
 
Whether you live close to nature or not, this card is asking you to 
focus on stabilizing your energy by grounding yourself. Put your 
bare feet on the ground and let the mother Earth do its magic. In 
this world of computers, smartphones and closed apartment 
buildings we can easily loose the connection to our mother. This 
card can also be asking you to connect to your lower chakras. It 
can also be asking you to stop overthinking too much and simply 
spend more time in nature to recover and gain your strength.



21. Astral Projection 22. Transformation

Astral Projection – Pay attention to your dreams – Projection 
 
We are astral projecting every single night. The difference 
between dreaming and out of body experience is that while out 
of body we are consciously witnessing the process and are able 
to maneuver the astral body from a conscious level. 
Pay attention to your dreams, there are symbolic messages in 
every dream we dream. Keeping a dream journal can be a huge 
help. Recalling your dreams back later will make you 
understand yourself better. 
This card also suggest to meet your spirit family and friends in 
your dream/astral world. Simply ask them before falling asleep 
for a connection. 
This Astral “Projection” card could be showing you something 
you are projecting onto others. There is no outer world, 
everything is happening on the inside of us. Watch out for the 
responses you have and try to see everyone you meet as an 
opportunity to grow. 

Letting Go – Shedding Off – Release – Heal 

 

Transformation can be a painful experience that contains shedding off layers 

of your energetic being. Shedding off old believe systems about yourself and 

the others, might take experiences that might not be the most pleasurable, 

but are always rewarding if you allow yourself to work on them. 

You came down to expand, to grow my dear soul. 

Release what no longer serves you.



23. Butterfly wings 24. Trust Your Heart

Beautiful yet fragile – Be gentle with yourself and others 
 
Beautiful being, the human life is beautiful yet fragile. Our 
emotions are intense yet fragile. Our bodies are strong yet 
fragile. 
Treat yourself gently, treat others gently. Watch your words, 
they might need more attention. Watch your thoughts about 
yourself, watch the way you treat your body, watch the way 
you view your emotions, be gentle beautiful soul. It is not a 
weakness but rather a beautiful self-care.

“While looking deeply in your eyes, you know that you can trust your 

heart.” 

 

The way to connect with your spirit will always be through your heart, 

which is the place where you will feel the presence of your spirit guides. 

The heart chakra is the center of your love. You are made of love and 

therefore it is from this place which you will find the way back to your 

source. 

Love is forever lasting experience and the only truth, everything else is 

just a perception. 



25. Shadow Work

Work with your shadow – Unconscious habits and believe 
systems – healing 
 
Since the time you have been born into your body you have 
already been given a gender, religion and race. 
Over the course of our childhood, continuing to our teenage 
years our minds and egos are being programmed like a computer 
with negative perspectives and believes systems about ourselves 
and others for this reality. 
The fact of using this deck and connecting to your guides shows 
that you have awakened to the acknowledgement of your divinity 
and are expanding your consciousness like a beacon. 
There are many believe systems, conscious or unconscious, that 
need to be realized, observed and healed. Once you do that, you 
are leveling up and expanding, ready to handle more of your 
light energy and psychic abilities.

Archetype cards



26. Dolphin consiousness 27. Courage

Playfulness and Friendship – Connection to Atlantis and Sirius B 
 
On one side this card symbolizes the pure fun friendship. Coming 
back to that simple playfulness of life, enjoying the ride as it is. 
Knowing that there are always fellow humans and animals to 
meet and connect with. 
On the other side this card symbolizes strongly two main other 
dimensional places. The Atlantis and Sirius B. 
The lost civilization of Atlantis that sank under the ocean, being 
known today only as a legend, but deeply felt in our hearts as a 
watery place of advanced technology and water beings. 
Sirius B as the smaller star next to beloved Sirius. Star that feels 
like a watery dream 
land, also the star that is home to dolphins and whales.

Warm courage and support – Lion Beings 
 
The warmth of divine lion courage is here for you at this time. 
It stands for times of iffiness and self-doubt. The lion beings 
are huge strong powerful creatures, the kings of the divine 
masculine. 
Having courage is applauded and loved by the universe. Having 
courage as a human being is a very brave thing. Whether you 
believe in yourself or not, the card I being presented to you to 
remind you that whoever tells you no to do something, you are 
highly supported with your ideas from the lion consciousness. 
It may also be presented to you as your soul connections to lion 
beings.



28. Elven consiousness 29. Lemuria

Divine wisdom – Elegancy – Connection to Elves 
 
You take things with ease, elegancy. These times seem 
like a piece of smooth cake. You feel creative, very 
creative, like you could write a whole book. 
In nature you feel the inspiration to create, to live, as it is 
a creation by itself as well. 
 Elves are the divas, the creator of planets and beings. 
Their instincts are sharp, their tongue is smooth, magical. 
There is elven consciousness, or stream of elves energy in 
you and for you in this time.

Something old and forgotten – Reawakening – Sisterhood 
– Connection to Lemuria 
 
Something old and forgotten, but slowly being reawakened 
as the divine feminine is coming back to her power again. 
Lemuria as the land of divine feminine, sisterhood, 
motherhood. Creating rituals and manifesting temples, 
fruits, clothing by thoughts. Lemuria was truly heaven on 
Earth that many of us feel very strong connection to. 
You are part of it. You are invited to be a part of it. 
You are encouraged to work on these qualities in yourself. 
Bringing back the wisdom from Lemuria back to, from 
what has been sank and lost, is the mission of many of us.



30. Protection 31. Inner Earth

Mysticism – Fire element – Protection – Connection to 
Dragons 
 
The protection of psychic and empathic abilities. 
Dragons were the companions of mystics before they all got 
slaved. You can share your heart with them. They were more 
than just protectors. They were something we would call 
deamons. An animal companion that you have been bond with 
on your soul level. This can be also relate to any pets you might 
have, especially dogs. They carry a lots of dragonian energy. 
Dragon energy is fire. It is powerful, unbelievable element that 
can serve you tremendously if you know how to work with it. 
This card can symbolize your dragon connection and also the 
fact that you are psychic, seen and protected.

Things might look different than it seems like on the surface – Inner 
treasures – Inner Earth civilizations and Venus 
 
You might be thinking one thing your whole life, one day realizing 
that they are completely different in reality. But then you start to 
question, what even reality is, because everything just seems like a 
dream, like you are being in this World that is asleep. People walking 
on the street thinking they are the only ones, while underneath the 
ground there are civilizations older than modern humans. 
This card symbolizes inner treasures, inner truths. Something that 
has been here the whole time and nobody noticed. 
It also symbolizes your own connection to Inner Earth Civilizations 
and to Venus, which the Inner Earth people are greatly inspired by.



32. Joy 33. Fay energy

Joy of Life – Hybrid Children – New Generation – Children of 
Rainbow 
 
What is your joy? What always keeps you going? Have you already 
found it? 
Hybrid children are 5 generations of human hybrids that are coexisting 
with us in the Milky Way galaxy. The last generation called Yahyel 
will be the first one that will make an open contact with us. 
 The new generation of our own galactic children will bring so much 
joy onto the surface of this planet. Children that have so many shapes 
and colours, which is why I call them the Children of Rainbow. 
This card can also symbolize your connection to Hybrid Children. 
Consider if you feel like you have any of them yourself. Memories of 
abductions and being on ship in dreams, nursing babies indicates the 
Yahyel connections.

Inner child – Imagination – Connection to Fairies 

 

Imagination is our gift that is being blocked or tried to be supressed by the system. 

What is even sadder is that some adults aren’t even able to imagine anymore. 

 This is not a problem to any child as imagination is their main and most likely the 

only way to play. We all used to be children. Your inner child remember this. 

Connect with her/him, try to recall the way you used to play, it is in your 

capability. 

This card can also symbolize your connection to Fairies and Elemental Realm in 

general. Fairies are beings that carry the child-like playfulness in them. Their land 

is of course in nature, in all elements. This can also be calling you to connect with 

plants, flowers and crystals. Invite fairies to come to your home, but don’t be 

surprise if you cannot find you belongings. They love to move them around. ;-)



34. Overlooking 35. Pleiades

Observe – You are called to create – Connection to Mantis Beings 
 
When things get difficult, try to observe the situation like a 
scientist observing a project, instead being completely absorbed by 
it. 
The Mantis beings that tend to be called the Creator beings are 
calling you to create. They are the observers of galactic projects, 
standing behind others, overlooking the process of it. 
This card can also symbolize your connection to Mantis Beings. The 
huge insectoids, ancient beings from different galaxies, maybe even 
universes. They origins are still very mystical, it goes beyond any 
time zone I know about. They are older than humans, older than 
felines and maybe even older than our Milky Way galaxy. 
Their trust needs to be earned if you are looking for a new 
connection in them, unless you are being guided by them.

Feminity – Emotions – Sacred sexual energy – Connection to Pleiades 
  
Gentle feminine energy. Artistic and Healing. Seeing/finding the 
perfect balance of feminine/masculine aka the yin/yang in yourself. 
Your emotional body needs attention. Check for emotional attachments, 
heal your emotional reactions. Learn how to respond instead of react. 
Sacred sexual energy is here for all of us but mostly have never been 
taught of how to use it. Find it in yourself again, make an intimate 
relationship with yourself and others. 
This card can also symbolize your connection to Pleiades. The star 
cluster known as the Seven Sisters. The place known as the 
constellation of unconditional love and peace.



36. Symbology 37. Warrior

Sacred Geometry – Symbolic communication – Connection to 
Arcturus 
  
Pay attention to synchronicities and symbols around you. Do you 
see repeating number? This is the way your guides are letting you 
know that you are on the right path. 
Sacred geometry is holding a specific high frequency vibration. It is 
here for you to keep on raising your vibration and/or that you are 
already doing it, you are on the right way to keep your vibration 
high. 
This card can also symbolize your connection to Arcturus Star and 
Arcturians themselves that desire to make a connection to you. It is 
mainly through symbolism the way they choose to communicate.

You are a warrior – Diversity – Authority – Connection to Orion 
  
You are the warrior. Warrior of Earth, warrior of light. Warrior 
meant to be here. You are on a mission, to help humanity towards 
the unconditional love. 
There are great diversities among us all. Diversities in truths. It 
is up to you to choose your own truth. “Choose your side” in a 
sense you need to find out what the heck you are actually fighting 
for. 
This card also symbolizes the connection to Orion as it is the 
gigantic constellation of many different stories of light and 
darkness. This card can also be pointing out some karmic 
relationships and cycles that are taking place for you right now.



38. Lyra 39. Mars

Feline beings – Origin – Sound Healing – Connection to Lyra 
  
Feline beings, big or small, their energy is so soothing. It is like they 
can suck up all the bad energy, which doesn’t serve you, out of you. 
Through the healing of touch or sound we can achieve higher 
vibrations of our beings. 
Call upon felines to come to your life. It is a blessing to have them on 
Earth as they can be an amazing living companions on your spiritual 
journey through human experience. 
This card can also symbolizes your connection to Lyra constellation. 
The place of Ancient Feline beings beside also other beings of many 
shapes, sizes and origins. Lyra is the origin of widely spread 
humanoid beings around the whole Milky Way galaxy.

War – History – Red and dry – Inner conflict – Connection to 
Mars 
  
Inner conflict or even a war like state of your own being. 
Mars used to be a green planet with water and after many wars 
and conflicts has been left out as red and dry desert planet. 
There is a great piece of history in Mars that includes the Earth 
story as well. Understanding the history of events around our 
solar system is important for us to put all the pieces together 
into understanding ourselves as today’s humans. 
This is card can also symbolizes your own connections to Mars. 
There is still life on that planet. Mostly underground. Occupied 
by otherworldly beings but humans as well.



40. Reptile 41. Beautiful Flow

Stamina and strength – Animal Instinct – Connection to reptile 
beings 
  
Great deal of stamina and strength in your vessel is either taking 
place or needs to be worked on. 
Animal instinct is here for our survival. The fear of death. The 
reptile brain. Being a human being is a very interesting experience. 
Half animal, half the divine being. Try to balance them. 
This card can also symbolize your connection to reptile beings. 
There are many kinds of reptile beings around the universe. Not all 
of them are necessary bad, some of them are completely benevolent 
creatures with great sense of humor and sexual energy. It is the 
animal instinct that we share with them, through which we can 
find the pleasant connection with these beings.

Water element – Beauty and the celebration of your vessel – 
Connection to Mermaids 
  
The everlasting healing properties of water. The flow of life. Let 
it flow, let it flow. Just keep swimming, just keep swimming. 
Mermaids symbolize the beauty, wildness, the celebration of our 
bodies. It is interesting to see that half fish half human creature 
can be found so beautiful by humans. 
This card can also symbolize your own connections to mermaids. 
Whether it has been your past life or your spirit guide. There are 
many kinds of mer people. The one that I have portrayed here 
presents the general energy of mermaids from Lemuria.



42. Sirius

Teachers – Ancestors – Throat Chakra – Connection to Sirius 
  
Sirius, the blue giant, guiding humanity for centuries and not out 
of coincidence. The blue star can be seen as a “parent” planet to 
Earth. Many beings came down here during the Ancient times to 
teach humanity their knowledge about the stars, rituals, 
medicine, magic and so on. The imprint of that knowledge can be 
found in our forms of divinations, reading from the cards, stars, 
working with energy, understanding the wheel of the year and so 
on. Sirians and Sirian starseeds are naturally born teachers. 
Their throat chakra is open. The color of blue is accompanying 
them all their life. This card can also be telling you not to be so 
“serious” in some occasions. And it is of course pointing out your 
own connections to the Sirius Star.


